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INTRODUCTION

Fundamental to any research on the geology of the Mississippi Gulf Coast is a knowledge of what has been discovered by previous investigators. This bibliography is an attempt to bring into one compilation all previously published works on the subject. Where applicable, this list includes publications on subjects related to geology, such as geomorphology, fauna and flora, oceanography, dredging, pollution, culture and human influence; erosion control, hurricanes, and water resources. In order to keep the list to a manageable size and maintain focus on the younger geologic history and the present geology and geological processes along the coast, the bibliography does not include the literature of petroleum geology, the deeper stratigraphy, tectonics and deeply buried structural features, or botanical or zoological literature except where it may have useful information for physical geology content or environments of deposition. Also excluded is the extensive literature on the Mississippi River birdfoot delta and its former eastern lobes.

Some of the publications are obscure; however, almost all are available from libraries in the state or from the original sources. Abstracts are included in this bibliography where the abstract content is substantial.

The subject index is not intended to highlight each small detail of the contents of the publications listed, but instead to provide a broad index of subject categories to aid in locating particular topics and specific information or data.
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